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A Primary Prevention toolA Primary Prevention tool
Module created by Huckshorn, 2004Module created by Huckshorn, 2004

Leadership Toward Leadership Toward 
Organizational ChangeOrganizational Change

A Core Strategy A Core Strategy ©©

Creating Violence Free and Coercion Free 
Mental Health Treatment Environments for 
the Reduction of Seclusion and Restraint

What I’m going to talk to you about is the first core strategy and it’s called 
Leadership Toward Organizational Change.  Most of us firmly believe that if any 
of the core strategies are mandatory, this one is. 

When NTAC started looking at the issue of effective leadership in mental health 
settings we kind of ran into a problem because leadership in the literature, as you 
know if you have taken any leadership courses, is a big debate and many cases it 
almost seems very mystical. The literature suggests a multiplicity of theories: that 
leaders are born, not made; that leaders practice according to the situations they 
find themselves in, that good leaders use transactions, that good leaders use 
charisma. So we really didn’t know how to approach this originally when we 
started looking at how to concretize, if you will, what is a leader in terms of 
creating systemic culture change such as reducing seclusion and restraint.  Then 
we found the literature that Bill Anthony in Boston, and several of his colleagues, 
had actually started to develop, They have identified what Bill considers the core 
competencies for leadership and so we borrowed from that and we are going to 
talk a little bit about fundamental leadership principles with the idea that if you 
can identify competencies then you can --learn them.  So it’s not a born but more 
of a made issue.
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Any work used from this document Any work used from this document 
should be referenced as follows:should be referenced as follows:

“National Executive Training Institute “National Executive Training Institute 
(NETI). (2005). (NETI). (2005). Training curriculum Training curriculum 
for reduction of seclusion and for reduction of seclusion and 
restraint. Draft curriculum manual.restraint. Draft curriculum manual.
Alexandria, VA: National Association Alexandria, VA: National Association 
of State Mental Health Program of State Mental Health Program 
Directors (NASMHPD), National Directors (NASMHPD), National 
Technical Assistance Technical Assistance Center Center for State for State 
Mental Health Planning (NTAC)”Mental Health Planning (NTAC)”
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Any questions in relation to this work Any questions in relation to this work 
can be sent to:can be sent to:

Kevin Kevin Huckshorn Huckshorn 

KevinurseKevinurse@aol.com@aol.com

Janice Janice Lebel Lebel 

Janice.Lebel@dmh.state.ma.usJanice.Lebel@dmh.state.ma.us

Nan Stromberg  Nan Stromberg  

nan.stromberg@dmh.state.ma.usnan.stromberg@dmh.state.ma.us
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OutlineOutline

The Fundamental Role of LeadershipThe Fundamental Role of Leadership

Leadership PrinciplesLeadership Principles
–– VisionVision

–– ValuesValues

–– Human TechnologyHuman Technology

–– DataData

–– Staff PerformanceStaff Performance

–– Plan DevelopmentPlan Development

This presentation will outline the fundamental role of leadership and core 
leadership principles as listed here…
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Successfully Reducing S/R UseSuccessfully Reducing S/R Use

Changes the way we do businessChanges the way we do business

Changes the way we view our customersChanges the way we view our customers

Changes the way we see our own rolesChanges the way we see our own roles

Requires and results in a culture change that Requires and results in a culture change that 
occurs over timeoccurs over time

Requires effective leadership…Requires effective leadership…

Successfully reducing and eventually eliminating the use of seclusion and 
restraint changes the way we do business; changes the way we view our 
customers; changes the way we see our own world and requires and results in a 
major culture change in many of our facilities and programs.  This work requires 
effective leadership.
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How Does this Practice Change How Does this Practice Change 
Occur?Occur?

Leadership  Leadership  –– ““ Carrying the mantleCarrying the mantle””

Leadership  Leadership  –– Planning the strategyPlanning the strategy

Leadership  Leadership  –– Taking action Taking action 

Leadership  Leadership  –– Following throughFollowing through

Leadership  Leadership  –– Mentoring and Mentoring and 
developing new developing new 
leadersleaders

How does this practice change occur with regard to leaders?  Leadership carries 
the mantle; leadership plans the strategy; leadership takes the actions, especially 
initially; leadership provides follow through and leadership mentors and develops 
new leaders and you’ll hear us talk about in the training developing seclusion and 
restraint reduction champions. 
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What we mean when we say that is that you are going to take very concerted 
actions to identify and get on board leaders at all levels, vertical and horizontal, 
in your staff workforce so that you’ve got “you” basically recreated on your 
shifts, all your shifts, every day of the week wherever your folks are working or 
wherever people are being served.  This is what we want to see. When you leave, 
someone takes the “in charge” approach and has the wherewithal and the pride 
and the skill set to be able to do that.
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The Role of LeadershipThe Role of Leadership

The The most importantmost importantcomponent in successful component in successful 
reduction projects.reduction projects.

Only Leadership has the authority to make the Only Leadership has the authority to make the 
changes that are necessary for success: changes that are necessary for success: 
–– Make S/R reduction a high priorityMake S/R reduction a high priority
–– Assure for Reduction Plan DevelopmentAssure for Reduction Plan Development
–– Reduce/eliminate organizational barriersReduce/eliminate organizational barriers
–– Provide or reProvide or re--allocate the necessary allocate the necessary 

resourcesresources
–– Hold people accountable for their actionsHold people accountable for their actions

The role of leadership, as I said, we think it’s the most important component in successful 
reduction processes.  I have personally never seen S/R project that was successful that did not 
have a very clear and identified leader. These successful projects also demonstrated evidence that 
the facility staff knew what their role was and why they were doing this work.  Only leadership 
has the authority to make these changes happen.  That’s a critical piece.  Leadership, and I’m 
talking about executive leadership here, is probably the only group in your facility that has less 
barriers to get through to make policy changes.  A lot of your staff who may have very good ideas 
have to go through multiple levels of committees and get a lot of consensus before changes are 
made.  Leaders don’t have to do this as much.  They obviously need to work in getting consensus 
but they have the power and authority, formal and informal, to do it.  

They can make seclusion and restraint a high priority; you can assure for the creation of a plan.  
You can reduce and eliminate organizational barriers.  You can provide or reallocate resources 
and sometimes we do need to reallocate resources because they’re limited.  So if you’re a leader 
and you’ve got everybody asking you for everything, at some point you have to make a decision.  
In this particular instance it has to be someone who keeps that seclusion and restraint reduction 
initiative at the highest level of priority and keeps it there through constant change in priorities 
and all the constant reactive crises that we all face on a day-to-day basis in a setting such as you 
work.  

It also needs to be focused to hold people accountable.  Sometimes we go to facilities and we see 
just a very strong commitment by the leadership to do this work but when you go into the actual 
units where people are being cared for, the staff are definitely not on board; they really don’t 
know what they’re supposed to do, and there’s a disconnect between the senior level and the non-
licensed staff that are spending the most time, in many cases, with the folks we’re serving. 
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The Power of LeadershipThe Power of Leadership

The power of Leadership in creating change is The power of Leadership in creating change is 
mostly within our controlmostly within our control

Used ineffectively, or not at all, it becomes the Used ineffectively, or not at all, it becomes the 
major barrier in any effective  organizational major barrier in any effective  organizational 
changechange

Leadership can be considered the most Leadership can be considered the most 
important and fundamental resource in any important and fundamental resource in any 
project  seeking culture change                              project  seeking culture change                              
((AnthonyAnthony, 2004), 2004)

The power of leadership in creating change is within our control.  That’s another 
key component of leadership.  Part of being a leader is saying I have the power to 
do this and doing it.  Not used effectively, or not used at all, it becomes a major 
barrier because there really isn’t anybody to lead the charge.  There are very 
often and in fact there are several examples in this room that I won’t name by 
name that have started kind of from the grass roots and they have worked very 
hard over the last year and a half to get the attention of some of their leaders so 
they can get their state or their facility to this training.  It’s very hard work.  It 
could happen much more quickly when a leadership can say we’re going to do 
this. 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Creating the VisionCreating the Vision

1)1) The essence of Leadership is the ability The essence of Leadership is the ability 
to motivate one’s staff to action around to motivate one’s staff to action around 
a shared visiona shared visione.g…e.g…
Reducing the use of Seclusion and RestraintReducing the use of Seclusion and Restraint
Creating nonCreating non--violent and nonviolent and non--coercive coercive 
treatment culturestreatment cultures
Implementing a trauma informed system of Implementing a trauma informed system of 
care. care. ((AnthonyAnthony, 2004; , 2004; HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

I’m going to go through just a few of the fundamental principles of leadership.  
The first is creating the vision.  The essence of leadership is the ability to 
motivate one’s staff around a shared vision.  Reducing the use of seclusion and 
restraint must be a shared vision.  Creating non-violent and non-coercive work 
places is a shared vision.  Implementing a system of care that is trauma informed 
is another type of shared vision or just going down and making people feel better. 
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Or just…Or just…
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12“Go down there and make them laugh.”

This is a king trying to create motivation in his staff to go down and make the 
relatively unhappy people laugh.  Sometimes that’s what it’s about. Just trying to 
make staff get on board…
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Creating the VisionCreating the Vision

A shared organizational vision is like a A shared organizational vision is like a 
magnetmagnet-- it attracts to it people with special it attracts to it people with special 
characteristics. characteristics. 

Organizational Vision Statements can be Organizational Vision Statements can be 
pieces of paper pieces of paper oror
they can they can energize and mobilizeenergize and mobilize the the 
organization in common cause       organization in common cause       ((AnthonyAnthony, 2004), 2004)

Fundamental principles of leadership in creating the vision is basically knowing 
what vision statements can do.  Vision statements can be pieces of paper or they 
can energize and mobilize the organization around a shared goal.
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Creating the VisionCreating the Vision

Vision statements can provide a sense of Vision statements can provide a sense of 
purpose and meaning to staff, service purpose and meaning to staff, service 
recipients, families and the communityrecipients, families and the community

Must appeal to reason Must appeal to reason andand emotions to be emotions to be 
effective                                     effective                                     ((AnthonyAnthony, 2004), 2004)

Must be shared with staff…Must be shared with staff…

They can provide a sense of purpose and meaning to service recipients, families 
in the community and of course part of that is bringing in family members, 
consumers in the community to participate in that visionary process.  

Good vision statements must also appeal to emotions and reason to be effective 
and must be shared with staff.  A vision statement that is now typed on pieces of 
paper or on posters and put around a facility does not make it a vision statement 
or a mission statement. 
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For ExampleFor Example

For example, I’m just going to give you a couple of examples here. 
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Leadership Sets Clear Goals Leadership Sets Clear Goals 
Based on A VisionBased on A Vision

To reduce the use of seclusion and restraint by To reduce the use of seclusion and restraint by 
defining and articulating a mission, philosophy defining and articulating a mission, philosophy 
and and action planaction plan and then holding people and then holding people 
accountableaccountable

“To reduce the use of seclusion and restraint by defining and articulating a 
mission, philosophy and action plan and then holding people accountable.” That 
would be an example of a possible vision statement.  The state of Pennsylvania, 
the adult mental health side, did this early on and used very strong language 
where they used seclusion and restraint a treatment failure.  NASMHPD, the 
organization, also did this.  They brought the commissioners together and after 
some long talks and a lot of debate came up with a very strong vision/mission 
statement also in 1999 and that’s on our website.  I also believe there are 
examples of mission and vision statements on the resource manual that you can 
look at.
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Leaders Articulate Agency Policy Leaders Articulate Agency Policy 
on S/R Useon S/R Use --Based on a VisionBased on a Vision

Clear and unambiguousClear and unambiguous

Restricts use only for “safety in response to Restricts use only for “safety in response to 
imminent danger”imminent danger”

Includes statement of agency’s expressed goal Includes statement of agency’s expressed goal 
to reduce/eliminate and whyto reduce/eliminate and why

Links reduction with agency philosophy of Links reduction with agency philosophy of 
care and expressed valuescare and expressed values

A vision statement needs to be articulate, clear and unambiguous.  A most 
important piece in a vision statement on seclusion and restraint is that we 
articulate that it is a safety intervention, not a therapeutic intervention, and it’s 
only used in response to imminent danger and that you all have the understanding 
that you have to clearly define what imminent danger is for your staff.  Talks 
about the agency’s goal in reducing and links this goal with the overall 
philosophy of the agency. 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Living Organizational ValuesLiving Organizational Values

2)2) Leaders create an organizational Leaders create an organizational 
culture that identifies and tries to live culture that identifies and tries to live 
by key valuesby key values
Values are the “organizational Velcro” that Values are the “organizational Velcro” that 
binds vision to operationsbinds vision to operations
Leaders must be clear about the values that Leaders must be clear about the values that 
underlie reducing violence and coercion  underlie reducing violence and coercion  
Then they can start to team build…                              Then they can start to team build…                              

((AnthonyAnthony, 2004; , 2004; HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

The second leadership principle, or core competency is that leaders “live 
organizational values.” Leaders operationalize their principles in that they create 
an organizational culture that identifies and tries to live by key values and 
sometimes this takes time because you have to work on values clarification with 
the agency staff.  Anthony thinks that values are the organizational Velcro that 
bind vision to operations; define what we say we believe in and what we do on a 
daily basis and that we must be very clear about values and how those values are 
interpreted in the daily practice of our staff.  Once you can do that then you can 
start to team build.
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Typical “beginning” S/R TeamTypical “beginning” S/R Team

This is a typical beginning of a seclusion and restraint team and it brings me to 
mind with the one that was formed at South Florida State Hospital in 1999-2000 
where Kevin Huckshorn and her colleagues started this work and, as she reports, 
“ we basically had everybody sitting around debating and this turned out to be a 
big part of the values clarification process.” The group wrestled with “What 
happens if it doesn’t work?  What happens if it does work?  What if we get sued?  
What if it all blows up in our faces?  What happens if it works too well?  How are 
we going to generalize it?”

There was an awful lot of discussion about that but what I remember mostly was 
the CEO of my facility, who was not a clinician, sat in a corner of the room, 
nodded, smiled, was very supportive and never, ever, ever stopped saying we’re 
not going to do this anymore to people.  We are not going to use seclusion and 
restraint anymore.  It’s not right.
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Living Organizational ValuesLiving Organizational Values

Leaders must get clarity and consensus on the Leaders must get clarity and consensus on the 
values that underlie a different culture of values that underlie a different culture of 
care…care…
From one that is rule based, institutional, From one that is rule based, institutional, 
impersonal and at times coercive to one that is impersonal and at times coercive to one that is 
based on person centered care, that is based on person centered care, that is 
respectful, never shame based and that strives respectful, never shame based and that strives 
to avoid homogenous approaches and to avoid homogenous approaches and 
generalities                  generalities                  

((AnthonyAnthony, 2004; , 2004; HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

Living organizational values means that leaders must get consensus and clarity 
on values that underlie a different culture of care and sometimes that also means 
going back and redoing your values, whatever values that you’re living by.  
Sometimes and what we found a lot is that inpatient mental health treatment 
programs have become very rule based, institutional, impersonal and because of 
that at times coercive in an unintentional manner.  We know that no one 
intentionally wants to be coercive but because when you’re dealing with large 
groups of people and things called institutions we start pretty much trying to 
manage them and us through the use of a lot of institutionally based rules.  

We also have sometimes drifted from our therapeutic treatment activities or 
whatever our therapeutic treatment philosophy is so that our level system that 
started out to be a well-run fidelity, honest philosophy has now drifted and has 
become more shame based or you have staff in front of other or the staff and the 
people we’re serving in large community areas being docked points; being 
threatened with points being docked.  So we’ll have to look at those kinds of 
things when we start talking about values.
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Living Organizational ValuesLiving Organizational Values

Policy, procedures, treatment activities, Policy, procedures, treatment activities, 
language and rules need to be held up to this language and rules need to be held up to this 
“values threshold” and measured against it. “values threshold” and measured against it. 

When this happens, practices change…When this happens, practices change…

Agencies become “informed” about becoming Agencies become “informed” about becoming 
congruent (what we say is what we do)                congruent (what we say is what we do)                

((AnthonyAnthony, 2004; , 2004; HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

Policy, procedures, all the things we do; treatment activities, language and rules 
need to be held up against whatever values that you say you espouse.  When this 
happens your practices will start to change, as will some of your policies.  It takes 
a lot of work; it takes a lot of time and it takes the senior level staff to lead this 
work. 
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Leaders provide Values Leaders provide Values 
ClarificationClarification

May take some real thought and workMay take some real thought and work
Many facilities still use consequence based Many facilities still use consequence based 
philosophies, not strength basedphilosophies, not strength based
Often staff mistake S & S or learned coping Often staff mistake S & S or learned coping 
strategies for willful acting outstrategies for willful acting out
Review your treatment values and objectively Review your treatment values and objectively 
critique whether current practices are workingcritique whether current practices are working

Again, this work takes time and real thoughtfulness. Depending upon preparation, 
training or just plain lived experience, many of our staff may think that signs and 
symptoms of mental illness for oppositional behavior or willful acting out. 
Workforce education is critical here
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For Example…For Example…

For example…:
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Crosswalk Values with Crosswalk Values with 
Practices: Some ExamplesPractices: Some Examples

ValueValue: Person Centered Care: Person Centered Care

PracticePractice: “Everyone goes to bed at 10:30p and    : “Everyone goes to bed at 10:30p and    
lights out”lights out”

ChangeChange: A range for bedtime that identifies and    : A range for bedtime that identifies and    
adapts to individual’s difficulty with    adapts to individual’s difficulty with    
nightnight--time, bedrooms and different biotime, bedrooms and different bio--
rhythms rhythms 

A facility might espouse person-centered care.  The practice however is that 
everybody goes to bed at 10:30 pm and the lights are out or conversely 
everybody gets up at 6:30am, not because they’re doing anything until 9:00 or 
10:00 but because the night shift is coming on and they want everybody up.  The 
change in practice that would be more congruent with person-centered care 
would be a range of bedtimes that identify and adapt to individual’s difficulty 
with nighttime bed rules and different bio-rhythms and the same with waking 
time.  It’s more difficult to manage; yes, but its much more person-centered.
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Crosswalk Values with Crosswalk Values with 
Practices: Some ExamplesPractices: Some Examples

ValueValue: S/R only used for “imminent danger”: S/R only used for “imminent danger”

PracticePractice: “ Any kind of property destruction, : “ Any kind of property destruction, 
threats, physical acting out results in S/R use”threats, physical acting out results in S/R use”

ChangeChange: People who engage in “one time only” : People who engage in “one time only” 
hitting, break furniture, kick a staff person, hitting, break furniture, kick a staff person, 
throw something, lie down in middle of floor throw something, lie down in middle of floor 
or otherwise act out and calm down are not or otherwise act out and calm down are not 
S/R but handled in treatment teamS/R but handled in treatment team

The next commonly seen value is that S/R is only used in the face of “imminent 
danger” The practice, however, is that S/R is used for any kind of property 
destruction, one time only acts of violence, or non-destructive but problematic 
behaviors such as lying in the middle of the floor or refusing medications. The 
change required here are clear definitions for staff on what constitutes imminent 
danger and what to try in dealing with behavior below that threshold. 
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Crosswalk Values with Crosswalk Values with 
Practices: Some ExamplesPractices: Some Examples

ValueValue: Avoidance of triggers/shaming: Avoidance of triggers/shaming

PracticePractice: Public and verbal redirection and   : Public and verbal redirection and   
deletion of points for what staff deem deletion of points for what staff deem 
as undesirable behavioras undesirable behavior

ChangeChange: Respectful, private discussion of point : Respectful, private discussion of point 
and level status and practices that award and level status and practices that award 
points for propoints for pro--social behavior but avoid social behavior but avoid 
punitive subtractionspunitive subtractions

Another value sometimes unwritten but present is that staff will avoid triggering 
clients and any kind of shaming. But redirection practices are public and include 
verbal redirection and deletion of points for what staff deem as undesirable 
behavior; sometimes loudly and sometimes in a very demeaning way.  The 
required change here is to respectful, private discussions of behavior, including 
point level systems (if used).  If these practices are used it is strongly 
recommended that these practices only award points for pro-social behaviors but 
avoid taking away points for what you might call behavioral failures.
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Crosswalk Values with Crosswalk Values with 
Practices: Some ExamplesPractices: Some Examples

ValueValue: Consumer (adult, child/family) inclusion : Consumer (adult, child/family) inclusion 
in treatment planning and carein treatment planning and care

PracticePractice: Consumers attend treatment team : Consumers attend treatment team 
meeting and fill out satisfaction surveymeeting and fill out satisfaction survey

ChangeChange: Inclusion of consumers in committees, : Inclusion of consumers in committees, 
procedural reviews, Governing Body, procedural reviews, Governing Body, 
unit rule reviews, employment unit rule reviews, employment 
opportunitiesopportunities

Stated Organizational Value: Consumers (kids, youth, adults), of all populations, 
are included fully included in treatment planning and care.  This is a very 
common value, but it’s also very much the practice that what we think that means 
is that if people are invited to their treatment planning session that they sit there 
and they sign it. And the organization may have a consumer or family satisfaction 
survey that people may or may not know about or may or may not take advantage 
of.  The change; to really talk about inclusion and partnership where person’s 
served actually are appointed to facility committees, they participate, they’re full 
members.  People receiving services are educated in their role in treatment 
planning and the team respects this role. That consumers look at our policies and 
procedures and they help us review them.  They sit on the governing body; they 
inform our policies and practice that have to do with daily operations and we 
provide employment opportunities and volunteer opportunities for people both 
internally and externally to the agency and of course that’s somewhat age-based 
when we’re treating very young children.  In those settings we will be talking to 
families and advocates and not the very young children. 
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Crosswalk Values with Crosswalk Values with 
Practices: Some ExamplesPractices: Some Examples

ValueValue: Consumers are given choices about what  : Consumers are given choices about what  
they participate inthey participate in

PracticePractice: A few homogenous activities are   : A few homogenous activities are   
provided and everyone is supposed to provided and everyone is supposed to 
attend attend 

ChangeChange:  A Treatment Mall is created and people :  A Treatment Mall is created and people 
are provided a menu of choices based are provided a menu of choices based 
on needs, desires, choice and on needs, desires, choice and txtx plan.plan.

Lastly, consumers are given choices about what they participate in.  Most of you 
have heard about treatment malls. But more often treatment activities include 
only whatever you provide for daily programming and very often these are a few 
homogenous activities that all clients are supposed to attend. Sometimes 
treatment is “stepwise”; clients are expected to meet the goals of sessions 1, 2, 3, 
whether they really need these services, before they can move to 4, 5 and 6.  
Everybody goes through the same activities, in general, regardless of whether 
they need these services and what the treatment plan says.   

What we’re talking about here when we start looking at that value is a treatment 
mall that looks more like a small community college and this can be done on a 
very small level because we’ve done it and I know many other hospitals that have 
done it also, where you create a menu of activities that are designed to meet the 
needs of the people you’re serving and they sign up with their treatment team and 
it becomes part of their treatment plan so that we know some people need to 
work on perhaps hygiene skills and other people are already getting ready to 
learn how to interview for jobs and all that goes in-between that.
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A note about languageA note about language

Just a quick note about language. 
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See how we speak…See how we speak…

DeDe--humanizing labeling and language of humanizing labeling and language of 
conflict  conflict  

–– Target populations, line staff, “in the trenches”, Target populations, line staff, “in the trenches”, 
“take downs”, aggression control“take downs”, aggression control

–– Units, wards, lock ups, lock downs, “in the field”, Units, wards, lock ups, lock downs, “in the field”, 
surveillance, strip search, curfewssurveillance, strip search, curfews

–– Schizophrenics, the mentally ill, borderlines, nonSchizophrenics, the mentally ill, borderlines, non--
compliant, manipulative,  attention seeking, compliant, manipulative,  attention seeking, 
patients, cases, patients, cases, 

NTAC believes that the way we think is often the way we behave and often 
governs our attitudes.  We need to look at our speech in mental health settings 
and in some cases health care completely.  We use dehumanizing language 
sometimes and the language of conflict targets populations, line staff, “in the 
trenches”, “take downs”, aggression control, units, wards, lock downs, in the 
field, surveillance, strip searches, curfews.  We call people schizophrenic, the 
mentally ill, borderlines, non-compliant, manipulative, attention seeking, patients 
and cases.  Case management; does that mean as the case manager I’m managing 
cases or am I’m trying to help partner with a person?
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Person First LanguagePerson First Language

Chosen language to use for recovery oriented Chosen language to use for recovery oriented 
systems of caresystems of care
A major change/shift from usual languageA major change/shift from usual language
Is culturally competent, respectful and person Is culturally competent, respectful and person 
centeredcentered
Based on linguistic philosophy e.g. “How we Based on linguistic philosophy e.g. “How we 
speak about something is indicative of how we speak about something is indicative of how we 
value and treat it”     value and treat it”     

(IAPSRS, 2003)

Person-first language is the chosen language of most of the consumer movement.  
We use it to basically start to change the way we look at our system of care and 
become more congruent with recovery.  It’s a major shift and change in our 
language.  It takes a lot of work.  When you implement this in a facility, 
everybody goes on a system of just kind of prompting when someone slips and 
it’s got to be pretty open and it can be pretty gentle, but it’s a way to have people 
stop using certain kinds of language and start to change the way they talk.  It’s 
also a place where you go through your policies and procedures. It’s quite doable 
and it really does change at least in my experience and several of my faculty the 
way people eventually start to behave.  
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Person First LanguagePerson First Language

Promotes the use of  words like Promotes the use of  words like individual, individual, 
consumer, adult/child, given names, person consumer, adult/child, given names, person 
in recoveryin recoveryin place of patient, client, inmate, in place of patient, client, inmate, 
resident or a diagnosis when referring to resident or a diagnosis when referring to 
persons served in the mental health systempersons served in the mental health system

Never uses phrases like “the mentally ill”; “a Never uses phrases like “the mentally ill”; “a 
borderline personality disorder”borderline personality disorder”

Person-first language promotes words like individual, consumer, adult/child, 
using given names in the medical record instead of client or patient. These 
systems use individualized names: Mr. Jones; James Smith, Sally. Kid’s 
programs tend to do this more than our adult settings and our forensic settings, 
although that’s not a rule, but they do tend to use children’s names a lot more.  
We never use phrases like “the mentally ill” because that connotes that while that 
person is, they’ve lost all their other adult roles and now they are a mental illness 
instead of a person first.  That’s what person-first language is about. 
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Person First LanguagePerson First Language

Says that people are “people first” and that the Says that people are “people first” and that the 
routinizedroutinized, consistent use of “one word” to , consistent use of “one word” to 
describe groups of diverse individuals is describe groups of diverse individuals is 
dehumanizing, demeaning, ignores dehumanizing, demeaning, ignores 
individuality, encourages a herd mentality and individuality, encourages a herd mentality and 
institutionalizes institutionalizes 

Encourages individualized/respectful Encourages individualized/respectful 
descriptors that do not label  descriptors that do not label  

People are people first and that they use a one word to consistently categorize a 
whole group of very, very different people dehumanizing and disrespectful.
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Person First LanguagePerson First Language

Using terms such as “persons with a mental Using terms such as “persons with a mental 
illness” describes what a person HAS, not what a illness” describes what a person HAS, not what a 
person ISperson IS
Reminds us those we serve are: Reminds us those we serve are: 
–– Mothers and FathersMothers and Fathers
–– Sisters and BrothersSisters and Brothers
–– Sons and DaughtersSons and Daughters
–– Employees and EmployersEmployees and Employers
–– Friends and NeighborsFriends and Neighbors
–– Students and TeachersStudents and Teachers

Person First language reminds us that the people we serve have or have had other 
roles and are human first albeit with a serious illness, but not an illness first, 
attached to an object that can be categorized or ignored. 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Using Human TechnologyUsing Human Technology

3)3) Leaders create processes that develop Leaders create processes that develop 
& empower their staff& empower their staff
Workforce development is an imperativeWorkforce development is an imperative

Staff become empowered to negotiate and Staff become empowered to negotiate and 
empower customers; provide choices that are empower customers; provide choices that are 
win: win             win: win             

((AnthonyAnthony, 2004; , 2004; HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

The third leadership principle is the best use of human technology. Leaders create 
processes so they can best use their workforce and their workforce can best help 
them get their organizational needs met.  Workforce development is imperative 
and it’s another core strategy and you’ll have some more modules on that. 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
UUss ing Human Technologying Human Technology

Avoidance of trauma and reAvoidance of trauma and re--traumatization traumatization 
becomes valued over rules, property damage becomes valued over rules, property damage 
and negotiation timeand negotiation time

Staff become change agents, without fear of Staff become change agents, without fear of 
repercussionsrepercussions

A culture of CQI is embedded; one that A culture of CQI is embedded; one that 
understands that mistakes will be made but understands that mistakes will be made but 
learning will occur       learning will occur       (Anthony, 2004; Huckshorn, 2004)(Anthony, 2004; Huckshorn, 2004)

What happens there is that staff becomes empowered to negotiate and empower 
the people they’re serving to provide choices and to make win/win situations.  
Staff are allowed to become change agents and they understand what that means 
and they’re supported through administration, even when mistakes are made.  
Staff understand the need to avoid traumatizing people they serve and are given 
the skills to do that. 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Using Human TechnologyUsing Human Technology

Leaders find champions and create teamsLeaders find champions and create teams

Leaders put in place practices that provide Leaders put in place practices that provide 
staff with “prevention tools” and skills to usestaff with “prevention tools” and skills to use

Adult, children, staff and families views are Adult, children, staff and families views are 
sought in all decisions  sought in all decisions  

((AnthonyAnthony, 2004; , 2004; HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

Leaders, in terms of executive staff, find leaders and create teams of these leaders 
to then role model to other staff.  And again, adults/children and families are 
sought out to provide feedback on all practices 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Using Human TechnologyUsing Human Technology

Especially important:Especially important:

The oversight of S/R events are elevated and The oversight of S/R events are elevated and 
consistently “witnessed” by staff who can consistently “witnessed” by staff who can 
objectively evaluate and make changesobjectively evaluate and make changes

((HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

Another especially important piece here in the use of human technology which 
I’ll be talking about a little later this afternoon is the oversight, the elevation of 
seclusion and restraint events so that they’re consistently witnessed, reported on; 
facts are good and clean and they then make us be able to do a more integrity-
based analysis of the event. 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Using Human TechnologyUsing Human Technology

Executive leadership creates Executive leadership creates 
opportunities to hear staff concerns opportunities to hear staff concerns 

–– LunchesLunches
–– Rap sessionsRap sessions
–– Town Center meetingsTown Center meetings
–– Suggestion boxes  Suggestion boxes  
–– FeedbackFeedback

((HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

Another issue here that executive staff also, especially at the beginning of this 
process, creates consistent and routine practices and opportunities to go talk to 
staff about how this is for them in a safe place and what we recommend that you 
do is you go out to your staff, you have a series of rap sessions and you say I’m 
here just to take notes; tell me how I could help you do your job better, especially 
with regard to not using seclusion and restraint.  As your staff get comfortable 
with that, they have an awful lot of knowledge.  They can tell you what going on 
in the units and what seems to them to be a barrier in reducing seclusion and 
restraint. 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Using Data to Inform PracticeUsing Data to Inform Practice

(Six (Six Core Strategies Core Strategies ©©))

4)4) Leaders use information to drive Leaders use information to drive 
changechange
Gather historical data by event/hours (6 mo Gather historical data by event/hours (6 mo 
to 1 yr) to use as baselineto 1 yr) to use as baseline

Set realistic goals or 100% reductionSet realistic goals or 100% reduction

Gather and track multiple variablesGather and track multiple variables

Post reports on units monthlyPost reports on units monthly

Using data to inform practice: this is another leadership core competency. This is 
the only place we’re going to talk about data.  Most of you have clean and quality 
data systems, so my point here is use them in this initiative.  What we first 
suggest is that you to get a baseline and to track yourselves against the baseline.  
There is no nationally regarded baseline goal where we could hold up and say 
everybody needs to be at this particular magic number.  We like to look at the 
reduction of seclusion and restraint and eventual elimination with a goal zero use, 
just like we’d want to look at the suicide prevention program.  There are some 
means, some national means that are available to you but the problem with using 
those means as a goal is that mean is an average of hundreds of facilities, 
hundreds to thousands of patient days and facilities that are very, very different 
across their different cultures.  Some of those facilities use an awful lot of 
seclusion and restraint.  Some are using none.  So averaging them does not give 
you as a state or a facility a goal, if you will.  It’s not really relevant to that and 
shouldn’t be used in our opinion that way.
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“ Miss Peterson, may I go home? I can’t 
assimilate any more data today.”
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Using Data to Inform PracticeUsing Data to Inform Practice

(Six Core Strategies (Six Core Strategies ©©))

Use Data To Identify &Analyze Events:Use Data To Identify &Analyze Events:
–– Unit/Day/Shift/Time of dayUnit/Day/Shift/Time of day
–– Age/Gender/RaceAge/Gender/Race
–– Date of admission/DiagnosisDate of admission/Diagnosis
–– Attending PhysicianAttending Physician
–– Pattern of staff involved in eventsPattern of staff involved in events
–– Number of GrievancesNumber of Grievances

Also gather and track multiple variables and we can talk about these variables.  
All of you should be tracking hours and events of seclusion and restraint 
separately.  We also, if you can do this with your data system, start looking at 
when these events happen; unit day; shift and time of day; age; gender; race; date 
of admission; diagnosis; attending physician; and the patterns of the staff 
involved in the events. The latter is not supposed to be used and needs not to be 
used as a punitive technique at all, but this will give you really interesting 
information on what shifts this is happening, seclusion and restraint happening 
and what shifts is it not.  It’s going to tell you what staff possibly need to be 
trained.  It’s going to also tell you what staff you have with excellent negotiation 
skill sets that you can use as champions to help train their peers.  
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Using Data to Inform PracticeUsing Data to Inform Practice

(Six Core Strategies (Six Core Strategies ©©))
Use Data To:Use Data To:

―― Monitor ProgressMonitor Progress

―― Discover new best practicesDiscover new best practices

―― Identify emerging S/R championsIdentify emerging S/R champions

―― Target certain units/staff for trainingTarget certain units/staff for training

―― Create healthy competition  Create healthy competition  

―― Assure that everyone knows what is going onAssure that everyone knows what is going on

The use of data will give you an awful lot of information.   We use it to monitor 
progress, to basically target, like I said, certain people for training; to create a 
very healthy competition and again, when you start doing that sometimes staff 
get very suspicious and the only thing that will belie that suspicion is that over 
time they see that this information is not being used to punish people and it can’t 
be.  Part of CQI is that we use data transparently and we use it in a way that 
moves us forward; it doesn’t try and play gotcha. 
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Fundamental Principles of LeadersFundamental Principles of Leaders
Valuing Exemplary PerformanceValuing Exemplary Performance

5)5) Leaders build their organization Leaders build their organization 
around exemplary performersaround exemplary performers
Best practices are recognized and rewardedBest practices are recognized and rewarded

Efforts are made to encourage reports of near Efforts are made to encourage reports of near 
misses and what workedmisses and what worked

Knowledge is transferred and sustainedKnowledge is transferred and sustained

((AnthonyAnthony, 2004; , 2004; HuckshornHuckshorn, 2004), 2004)

Leaders also build their organizations around exemplary performers.  We often 
forget to reward.  We’re always so busy, and for very good reason, running 
around trying to run our fairly large organizations and keep up with all the 
regulations and deal with the budget cuts in the governor’s office and whoever 
else, sometimes the state office, that we often don’t take the time to reward best 
practice.  So this is an opportunity to put in your plan how are you going to 
reward best practice and there’s a myriad of ways to do that.  

Also rewarding near misses.  NTAC has heard some wonderful stories where as 
facilities have moved toward S/R reduction, and worked with their security staff 
and their unit staff so that “all of a sudden events” will be de-escalated so the 
conflict does not reach the threshold of eminent danger.  What happened was the 
staff and whoever it was that was on the response team spent 45 minutes talking 
down the individual and everybody waited for them to do that; a very different 
scenario from what usually used to happen when we’d rush in; do a takedown in 
three minutes and someone would be restrained in five minutes and everybody 
went back to work.  So there’s a whole culture change that goes into that; a whole 
understanding that that’s what you want to have happen.  That was a near miss 
and really looking and analyzing at that event and rewarding the person that was 
able to do that, instead of defaulting to the old way which is much quicker.
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Fundamental Principles of Leaders Fundamental Principles of Leaders 
Develop a SR Reduction PlanDevelop a SR Reduction Plan

6)6) Leaders develop plan and approachLeaders develop plan and approach

Prevention umbrellaPrevention umbrella

Performance Improvement Principles (CQI)Performance Improvement Principles (CQI)

Create TeamCreate Team

Inclusive of person servedInclusive of person served

Leaders develop the plan and approach using a prevention umbrella; performance 
improvement processes, create their team and include person served.
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Leadership Responsibilities: Leadership Responsibilities: 
Summary of Key PointsSummary of Key Points

S/R Reduction is PRIMARILY YOUR S/R Reduction is PRIMARILY YOUR 
responsibility, not your staff’s  responsibility, not your staff’s  
Create the Vision Create the Vision 
Clarify ValuesClarify Values
Use Human Technology to change practiceUse Human Technology to change practice
Use Data to InformUse Data to Inform
Value top performersValue top performers
Develop Plan Develop Plan 

Summary of key points:  Seclusion and restraint reduction is primarily a 
leadership responsibility; not your staff’s primary responsibility, at least in the 
beginning.  Leaders need to create the organizational vision, clarify the values; 
use human technology to help change your practices in your facility; use data to 
inform you of where you’ve been, where you’re going and where you want to be; 
value top performance and then develop the plan. 
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Leadership Specifics in Reducing Leadership Specifics in Reducing 
the Use of Seclusion/Restraintthe Use of Seclusion/Restraint

The Fundamental Principles help set the stageThe Fundamental Principles help set the stage
Actions are characterized by the required Actions are characterized by the required 
denominator… denominator… 

A Leadership ResponsibilityA Leadership Responsibility

Fundamental principles help set the stage, the one’s I just reviewed. All these 
leadership actions are characterized by the required denominator again which is 
leadership and which in most cases involves the people who they serve.  

Thank you very much. 
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